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February 5, 2018 13 mins read This story originally appeared in Glassdoor Searches work is complicated. At each stage you take – writing resume, drawing up a cover letter, networking, interviewing, discussing your salary and more – there are a million different questions you might ask. Related: 4 Powerful Strategies to resume your
career in 2018, although we can't answer all the questions in one blog post (believe me that wouldn't be fun for you or me), we can try to address some of the more common issues that come up. After pouring over Reddit, Quora, Google and other sites, we drew up a list of some of the most frequently asked job search questions and
turned to career experts to find answers – here are the results. (By Emily Moore)  When it comes to applying for a job, it is about quality, not quantity. If you're not hearing back at all, you can think about whether or not you are applying for the right job. There is nothing wrong with aiming high, but if you don't have the direct experience you
need to work you want, you can start thinking about applying for reinforcement stone positions. Another common culprit for getting quiet treatment? The applicant may not have adapted to resume the position and key requirements for the posted post, says John Singer, Executive Director of Professional Development Strategy. For each
application, you should carefully read the job description and include and/or highlight the specific skills and experience you have that match what the company is looking for. Use the same language [as] job description, adds Aurora Meneghello, career coach and Repurpose your target founder. Other strategies to get your RESUME past
the screening phase include finding someone at the company for you, and making sure your RESUME is a applicant tracking system, or ATS, compliant (more on that later). It's probably not what you want to hear, but the answer is: It depends. If a company doesn't have a budget to cover relocation costs, or already has a lot of qualified
local residents, they probably won't be as open to interviewing out-of-state candidates. However, if you have a unique or difficult to find skill set and the company has track record of hiring out-of-state applicants, your location can be a deterrent at all. Just make it clear that you are ready to move. The best places to do this is a cover letter
and summary/review statement at the top of your RESUME, says Adam Goulston, Certified Professional Resume Writer. And make it clear in all of your application materials that you are the best person for work, no matter where you are. This may be a bit of an extra job, but you can definitely gain experience without working full time in a
particular area. Consider volunteering with sometimes volunteer concerts turn into paid work, and they are a good way to start your resume, says Robyn L. Coburn, author and resume coach. You can also bulk your resume with freelance work. People are often willing to take the opportunity of a less experienced freelancer for a one-time
project, especially if it costs them less than hiring a larger company to finish the job, says Jessie West West Coaching and Consulting. Then you can use the work of completed freelance clients to show your experience on your resume. Finally, there's nothing wrong with a little good old-fashioned network. Ask your family and friends
whether community connections... if they can help you find entry-level jobs in their businesses, Goulston adds. Always express the desire to start at the bottom, work hard and learn. One difference between the two: a good resume shows you what you did in your previous job, but a great resume shows the impact you had. Make sure the
resume is filled with specific achievements and results you've delivered, quantified by numbers whenever possible, says Kelly Donovan, principal of Kelly Donovan &amp; Associates. One tried and true tactic is the STAR method, in which each bullet point lists the situation you find yourself in, the task you were assigned, the action you
took and the results of your initiative. However, make sure that the achievements and results are related to the work you are going to – otherwise, your reader might be unimpressed by your examples, Donovan warns. Related: 15 Interview Questions You Should Be Prepared to Answer This Month This Speaks to a Larger Topic, Located
in Great Resumes: Customization. For each application, you should carefully read the job description and include and/or highlight the specific skills and experience you have that match what the company is looking for, Meneghello says. This is especially important if the company uses ATS. Speaking of which, you might be wondering...
Each resume should be tailored to work, carefully checking the keywords in the list, and adjusting your resume to reflect them, Coburn says. Always use the exact phrase they use because many ATSs filter resumes that don't contain enough relevant keywords. It also helps you follow some formatting guidelines so that ATS can easily
scan your RESUME. Try saving the font to 11 points or more; using one of the standard, highly readable fonts; and making sure that the work dates are based on the right margin page, Coburn adds. Bells and whistles such as columns, shading, boxes, underlining and multiple fonts only confuse ATS. The skills of recruiters are impressed,
which varies greatly depending on the job you are applying for. To identify the most demanding skills in your field, look at a wide range of jobs you are interested and take notes on what appears most often. Recruiters may also like to see certain role certificates. There are some skills, though, that apply to many different careers, and are
also worth it no matter what. Some examples include skill in a foreign language, data analysis (especially on common platforms such as Excel or Google spreadsheets), project management, and management (with specific examples to back it up). One of the easiest ways to get your application out of service? Typos. There are so many
people who apply for the same job as a recruiter to be diligent, says business writer Mary Walton. Often this means that they'll throw away any resume that doesn't correct the proofreading without even looking at the content. So check, double check and even triple check your RESUME to make sure it's error-free. You also want to be
careful about incorporating long gaps in your resume without explanation. Some companies have rigorous hiring practices that clearly frown on loopholes, says Susan Ruhl, managing partner at OI Partners-Innovative Career Consulting in Denver. If there is a gap, recruiters/recruiters tend to become a bit suspicious and therefore need to
be explained. Finally, many inconsistencies, exaggerations or straight-ups in your resume can easily be found by conducting cross-checks with former employers, so don't even think about it. If a recruiter can't trust your RESUME, how should they trust you as an employee? There are no limits to the questions you can ask in an interview,
but as a rule of thumb, you should make sure that the questions you ask will either prove that you are thoughtful and well researched, help you understand the company/role at a deeper level or both. Some examples Meneghello recommends: What kind of people tend to excel here? I read about the XYZ initiative online. Can you tell me
more about it and how it relates to the work that your team does? How would you describe your culture? Try to avoid issues that suggest a lack of research on your part (like Who is the CEO?) or hint that you may have it for the wrong reasons (Can I expect a six-figure salary?). It pays to be vigilant during the interview process – after all,
no one wants to take the job they end up hating for a few months (or even a week) in It won't always be easy to identify toxic jobs, but if an interviewer badly mouths to other employees (past or present), don't say why the situation is open, discovers that they work almost 24/7 or lets glide that there's a high turnover level, you can think
twice before moving forward. Another red flag to watch out for is a vague job description. If you don't know what you're supposed to do, or how you can be successful at it, you may find yourself juggling arbitrary and dishonest performance standards or are unable to find the meaning of what you are doing. Without the obvious – showing
up late, using unprofessional language that appears sloppy or unhygienic – one of the biggest mistakes you can make is poorly prepared. Don't forget to arrive with all the necessary materials, such as your resume, briefcase and notepad; research basic facts about companies such as their industry, competitors and CEO; or practice your
answers in advance. While you may not be able to anticipate every question that comes your way, you can use Glassdoor interview reviews to find out which questions the company is interviewing with asking candidates. It never hurts to brush up on some of the most common interview questions either. Related: How to Stick with your
New Year's career resolutions Another big no-no comes across as too vague. If someone asks you an anecdotal question, for example, how have you dealt with difficult colleagues? you should give a concrete example. Again, practicing your answers (yes, that means out loud) should help prepare you for it. This question is notoriously one
of the trickiest ones out there – you don't want to answer with an eye roll worthy of a cliché, but you don't want to make yourself look bad either. The trick, experts say, is to be honest without being honest to guilt. Dig deep and honestly, but certainly don't share anything that will lead them to question their ability to do the job, says Nicole
Wood of ama la Vida. Then make sure you immediately keep up with the steps you have taken to overcome these shortcomings... The interviewer just wants to know that they are not blind spots, that you are well aware of them and that you are working to overcome them. In answering this question, revealing numbers can be very difficult
to discuss effectively later because it can box a candidate, says Josh Doody, author of Fearless Wage Talks. When [the candidate] discovers the current or desired salary, the offers they receive are most likely to be associated with these numbers. It can be very expensive if a company could offer them a much higher salary than they
discovered. Instead, Doody recommends responding with something along the lines: I don't have a specific number in mind for the desired salary, and you know better than I do what the value of my skill set and experience could bring to your company. I would like this step to be a major step forward, both in terms of responsibility and
compensation. Salary negotiations can come from any number of ways, but the basic strategy you should stick to is to know what you're worth and make a business case for why you deserve it. Start by defining a specific range for what you want to make – you can use Glassdoor's Know Your salary calculater to help inform this number.
Let the employer throw out the number first, then ask for more. It's always worth the conversation – employers are very unlikely to fire anyone or not to hire them in the first place, just negotiating their salary (as long as the demand isn't completely outlandish). But don't just say that you want that extra money. Prove that you deserve it,



bringing up concrete achievements, results and metrics. At worst, they will say no – the best scenario is you walk away with a much heftier paycheck. This is another issue that really depends on your personal circumstances. Some people may want to take the time to travel, focus on their families or just take it easy while they are looking
for a new job. Others may not be in financial condition if possible. If you need employment ASAP, one of your best options is to go to a temporary agency where recruiters actively pitch you to different employers. Best of all, they often do it for free for you. Not only does it help you pay your bills while you're looking for a permanent position
– it helps you add experience to your resume, which in turn makes you more marketable to employers. Whether you need time off between or not, though, you will probably be asked why you left your former position. While it may be tempting to cover up the truth, you absolutely have to be honest, says Heather Huhman. You don't have to
go into elaborate details. Keep your response short and move the conversation to what you've learned from the experience. And most of all, stay positive and farsight. Don't talk about why you hate your last job – focus on how excited you are about this new opportunity. We do not lie - job hunting can be tedious and worrying, especially if it
stretches for a long time. But it is important not to give up. If you are doing everything right, it is only a matter of time before you find the right option. In the meantime, though, it's worth pampering yourself a bit. Some ways you can beat the job search blues: stay active, limit the time you spend on social media, go to the spa... someone you
think will help you unwind. And be sure - you will find a job after all. Ultimately.
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